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PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY OF THE RED SUPERGIANT �1 Her

The � Herulis star system (Rasalgethi = ADS10418) is a visual binary that onsists ofa variable M5 Ib-II primary (�1 Her; HR6406; HD156014) and a less luminous seondary(�2 Her; HR6407, HD156015) whih itself is a spetrosopi binary. Smith et al. (1989)arried out an analysis of AAVSO visual estimates made over the last 60 years and found�1 Her to be a semi-regular variable star with a brightness range from about 3rd to 4thmagnitude. They also found the star to have light variations on the short (30-100 day)and long (several years) time sales with variations that range from less than 0.1 mag toabout 0.7 mag; however, the smaller 0.1 mag variations are more ommon. �2 Her is aspetrosopi binary with an orbital period of P = 51.6 days whih onsists of G8 III andA9V-IV stars; its ombined visual magnitude is V=+5.39 (Deutsh, 1956; Thiering andReimers, 1993). �1 Her and �2 Her have an angular separation of 4:007 and the star systemis at a distane of about 70 p (Thiering and Reimers, 1993). There is no evidene that�2 Her is a light variable. Spekle interferometry by MAlister et al. (1989) has suggestedthat �1 Her itself may be a binary with a fainter omponent 0:0019 away, but this result isstill tentative.During the past several years pulsational variability studies have been onduted of�1 Her, along with two other bright red supergiants, � Ori and � So A (Smith et al.,1989, 1995). Smith et al. (1989) reported a probable fundamental pulsational period for�1 Her of 350 � 40 days, obtained from radial veloity measures made at the MMathtelesope (see Smith et al. 1995). Working with Smith, we arried out UBV photoeletriphotometry of the star from 1989 and onwards to determine the harateristis of itslight variations. Up to this time no systemati photoeletri study had been made onthis important star. As pointed out by Smith et al. (1995), �1 Her is an interestingstar beause it may be expeted to exhibit hybrid features, falling between \normal" redsupergiants (those lassi�ed spetrosopially by \I" like � Ori and � So A) and lowermass, highly evolved luminous red giants suh as the Miras, loated near the upper endof the red giant branh (Smith et al., 1995). In addition, the reent study of �1 Her byThiering and Reimers (1993) and Danhi et al. (1994) indiates that it has an extendedirumstellar shell and a relatively large mass loss rate of about 1 to 3�10�7 M�/yr.UBV photoeletri photometry of � Her was arried out from 1989 to 1995 usingthe Phoenix-10 APT and the Four College Consortium 0.8m APT on Mt. Hopkins inArizona; V-band photometry was also arried out by Wasatoni starting in 1993 usinga 20-m Shmidt-Cassegrain (SCT) loated �rst in Maryland and then later in Penn-sylvania. The photometry was arried out relative to nearby and hek stars, adoptingthe usual observing sequene of sky-omp.-var.-omp.-sky-hek-omp.-sky. The ommonomparison star was HD154494 (A4 IV; V=+4.91 and B�V=+0.12); HD154143 (M3 III;V=+4.98 and B�V=+1.60) served as the primary hek star and was observed at leastone on most nights. Several UBV standard stars were also observed. Typially the stars
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Figure 1. Visual light urve Figure 2. Phasing using 373 day period;satter due to amplitude variation

Figure 3. Disrete Fourier transform; notedeteted periods at frequenies 0.0079 and0.0108 (126 and 93 days)
Figure 4. Phasing using 126 period;sattered due to amplitude variation

were observed for about 30 minutes eah night. Other than what appears to be randomsatter, the relative brightness of the omparison and hek stars remained basially on-stant to within about � 0.02 mag (V-band) over the time interval of the photometry. Ifsmall light variations do our, they would be expeted more from the M3 III hek starrather than the A4 IV omparison star. For all the observations 10-se integrations wereused and the e�ets of di�erential atmospheri extintion were removed and helioen-tri orretions were applied to the loal times. Beause of the relatively small angularseparation of �1 Her and �2 Her, both stars were, out of neessity, inluded within thediaphragms of the photometers. Beause of the large quantity of data, nightly meanswere omputed to alleviate light urve lumpiness. The APT V-band observations wereombined with the SCT photometry and are given in Table 1. The �V-magnitudes (inthe sense of variable minus omparison star) are plotted against Julian Day number inFigure 1.As shown in Figure 1, �1 Her has a ompliated light urve with short term (a fewmonths) and long-term (several years) light variations. It displays irregular sinusoidal-likelight variations on a time sale of about 90-130 days, and with brightness amplitudes thatrange from less than 0:m1 up to 0:m7. Beause of the inlusion of �2 Her in the light mea-



3Table 1. Photometri dataJD244+ �V JD244+ �V JD244+ �V JD244+ �V7928.06 �1.982 8795.82 �1.769 9420.92 �1.740 9766.55 �1.4867936.54 �2.023 8802.83 �1.721 9423.07 �1.795 9773.89 �1.5007946.01 �2.036 9043.89 �1.820 9424.02 �1.832 9780.92 �1.5857952.00 �2.004 9047.90 �1.860 9427.40 �1.913 9788.89 �1.6627958.00 �1.942 9052.97 �1.900 9431.81 �1.908 9793.91 �1.7177969.94 �1.873 9057.74 �1.915 9434.83 �2.035 9801.84 �1.7817973.96 �1.839 9065.42 �1.933 9437.81 �2.066 9805.85 �1.8187986.40 �1.791 9072.43 �1.957 9439.87 �2.091 9808.88 �1.8507994.14 �1.781 9078.90 �1.941 9445.04 �2.061 9814.83 �1.8598002.85 �1.768 9085.12 �1.866 9451.19 �2.000 9819.83 �1.8468008.22 �1.787 9090.81 �1.850 9455.83 �1.950 9823.77 �1.8268010.88 �1.815 9095.64 �1.795 9458.78 �1.893 9831.98 �1.7788019.26 �1.887 9105.32 �1.751 9465.33 �1.758 9840.28 �1.7108027.78 �1.914 9114.54 �1.687 9470.51 �1.689 9846.00 �1.6488034.18 �1.908 9122.28 �1.662 9475.28 �1.594 9851.80 �1.5838368.36 �1.653 9127.37 �1.625 9483.02 �1.522 9858.67 �1.5288371.35 �1.633 9131.53 �1.589 9488.74 �1.450 9867.83 �1.5108382.49 �1.656 9139.03 �1.605 9892.73 �1.441 9872.69 �1.5428396.58 �1.756 9146.04 �1.659 9494.65 �1.469 9879.32 �1.5568403.44 �1.852 9150.71 �1.691 9503.94 �1.489 9885.79 �1.5618406.77 �1.906 9152.63 �1.716 9510.71 �1.534 9890.30 �1.5568410.80 �1.958 9154.85 �1.722 9513.61 �1.561 9893.60 �1.5608413.25 �1.981 9155.67 �1.726 9518.72 �1.611 9901.58 �1.5518415.32 �1.991 9157.71 �1.723 9524.61 �1.639 9909.12 �1.5698422.87 �1.951 9161.87 �1.722 9526.78 �1.697 9913.58 �1.5898429.76 �1.881 9164.73 �1.711 9530.19 �1.746 9918.58 �1.5998434.06 �1.818 9166.59 �1.698 9538.65 �1.808 9922.60 �1.6248439.24 �1.737 9176.08 �1.715 9545.34 �1.764 9928.59 �1.6578692.96 �1.756 9182.60 �1.744 9554.58 �1.753 9938.62 �1.6768701.94 �1.721 9189.59 �1.725 9572.08 �1.672 9942.05 �1.6278705.93 �1.672 9199.58 �1.753 9588.56 �1.694 9951.55 �1.5858721.23 �1.542 9226.06 �1.705 9600.05 �1.769 9966.03 �1.6028745.82 �1.483 9244.06 �1.728 9610.52 �1.706 9979.51 �1.5828750.31 �1.503 9262.50 �1.736 9625.52 �1.762 9990.49 �1.5478753.81 �1.532 9400.88 �1.436 9746.93 �1.485 10003.15 �1.4558758.18 �1.585 9410.87 �1.489 9751.91 �1.455 10015.47 �1.3688779.75 �1.828 9417.35 �1.627 9758.93 �1.450 10026.46 �1.40410031.45 �1.432surement of the variable star, the light amplitudes (for the V-bandpass) are about 1.25times larger than observed. Also, the star shows an irregular derease in mean brightnessfrom 1989 to 1995 of about 0.3 mag. This ould be related to the long-term light variationsseen in the earlier visual estimates. Observations obtained during the spring of 1996indiate that the downward trend in brightness ontinues.During 1993 to 1995 the addition of Wasatoni's photometry permitted the observingseason to be extended from about 4 months with the APTs to over 8 months, revealingwhat appears to be a yli light variation with a period about 1 year. Based on the longerobserving intervals, the light urve an be haraterized by a large sinusoidal light pulsefollowed by smaller pulses in whih the interval between suessive maxima and minima isusually about 120-130 days. Examination of all the photometry indiates that the averageinterval between the ourrene of primary maxima is about 373 � 30 days. This value isvery lose to the spetrosopi period of 350 � 40 days from Smith et al. (1989), based onradial veloity observations. Thus, it ould be related to the fundamental pulsation modeof the star. In Figure 2, the 1993/94 and 1994/95 photometry are plotted against phase



4using the 373 day period. Phasing with the 350 day spetrosopi period yields similarresults.To haraterize quantitatively the possible periods in the light urve, a Disrete FourierTransform (DFT) program from Sinnot (1988) was used to analyze the observations.Figure 3 shows the results of the DFT analysis in whih two signi�ant periodiities inthe data were found, the most pronouned at about 126 days (frequeny � 0.0079) and aslightly less prominent period of 93 days (frequeny � 0.0106). Smith (1996) also foundthese periods in the photometry using the CLEAN periodogram routine (Roberts et al.,1987). In Figure 4 we show the data phased with the 126 day period. We did not orretthe data for the long-term light derease but the 126 day period is easily seen in theplot. Neither method showed a signi�ant period near 373 days (or 350 days); this an beexplained beause the beat period from P1=126d and P2=93d is P12=355d, whih is lose(within the unertainties) to the observed 373 day photometri period. The observed lighturve is, however, more omplex than an be represented by just these two periods. Asnoted by Bowen (1992) and Smith et al. (1995), shoks generated by the pulsations in thestellar atmosphere ould produe further omplex short term light variations. The longterm light variations seen in our data and the earlier visual estimates ould be a result ofthe growth and deay of supergranulations on or near the surfae of the star.With ontinued photometry (and radial veloity measures by Smith), we should beable to determine whether the 126 day and 93 day periods are persistent and stand thetest of time. Also ontinued photometry may shed more on the nature of the long-termluminosity variations.The authors wish to thank Dr. Emilia Belserene for her assistane in translating theDFT program from BASIC to FORTRAN. We also thank Dr. Myron Smith for hisanalytial support by exeuting the CLEAN periodogram. For this researh we utilizedthe SIMBAD database, operated by CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. This researh, in part, issponsored by a grant from the National Siene Foundation (Grant Number AST-9315365)whih we gratefully aknowledge. Rik WASATONICEdward F. GUINANDept. of Astronomy and AstrophysisVillanova UniversityVillanova, PA. 19085, USAReferenes:Bowen, G. 1992, Instabilities In Evolved Supergiants, ed. C. DeJager (Amsterdam: N.Holland), p. 104Danhi, W.C., Bester, M., Degiaomi, C.G., Greenhill, L.J., Townes, C.H. 1994, AJ, 107,1469Deutsh, A.J. 1956, ApJ, 123, 210MAlister, H.A., Hartkopf, W.I., Sowell, J.R., Dombrowski, E.G. 1989, AJ, 97, 510Roberts, D.H., Lehar, J., Dreher, J.W. 1987, AJ, 93, 968Sinnot, R.W. 1988, Sky and Telesope, Vol. 76, No.3, p. 288Smith, M.A., Patten, B.M., Goldberg, L. 1989, ApJ, 98, 2233Smith, M.A. et al, 1995, ASP Conf. Series, 83, 403, in Astrophysial Appliation of StellarPulsations, eds. R.S. Stobie, P.A. WhitelokSmith, M.A. 1996, private ommuniationThiering, I., Reimers, D. 1993, A&A, 274, 838


